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Leveraging Value Equality Prediction for Value Speculation
KLEOVOULOS KALAITZIDIS and ANDRÉ SEZNEC, Univ Rennes, Inria, CNRS, IRISA, France
Value Prediction (VP) has recently been gaining interest in the research community, since prior work has
established practical solutions for its implementation that provide meaningful performance gains. A constant challenge of contemporary context-based value predictors is to sufficiently capture value redundancy
and exploit the predictable execution paths. To do so, modern context-based VP techniques tightly associate
recurring values with instructions and contexts by building confidence upon them after a plethora of repetitions. However, when execution monotony exists in the form of intervals, the potential prediction coverage
is limited, since prediction confidence is reset at the beginning of each new interval.
In this study, we address this challenge by introducing the notion of Equality Prediction (EP), which represents the binary facet of VP. Following a twofold decision scheme (similar to branch prediction), at fetch
time, EP makes use of control-flow history to predict equality between the last committed result for this
instruction and the result of the currently fetched occurrence. When equality is predicted with high confidence, the last committed value is used. Our simulation results show that this technique obtains the same level
of performance as previously proposed state-of-the-art context-based value predictors. However, by virtue
of exploiting equality patterns that are not captured by previous VP schemes, our design can improve the
speedup of standard VP by 19% on average, when combined with contemporary prediction models.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Current flagship processors tend to employ large instruction windows in order to efficiently
extract more instruction-level-parallelism (ILP). But even then, performance improvements are
inherently limited by the true data dependencies between instructions. Value Prediction (VP)
[4, 12, 13] was introduced as a technique to collapse these restricting dependencies by allowing
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Fig. 1. Classification of programs static instructions according to the form of consecutive value equality they
expose. The two classes are mutually exclusive.

dependent instructions to execute ahead of time using speculative sources. Initially proposed
in the late 90’s, VP has been a primary factor of contention for over a decade due to the high
complexity its implementation can impose. However, recent studies [15–17] disclose that such
complexity can be highly mitigated.
Value predictors can be classified into two main families: context-based and computation-based
[25]. Context-based predictors aim to generally capture the repetition of the same value, while
computation-based predictors compute the predicted value from the last results of an instruction,
e.g., stride predictors [5, 36]. In essence, computation-based predictors require the actual or predicted result of previous instruction occurrence(s) to generate a “fresh” prediction. Predicting an
instruction’s result with a computation-based predictor requires a complex associative search in
the speculative window [17] for potential in-flight occurrences of the instruction.
On the other hand, the state-of-the-art context-based Value TAgged GEometric (VTAGE) value
predictor [16] does not require such a complex integration in the out-of-order (OoO) execution
engine and simply relies on a set of tables read at fetch time. VTAGE aims to capture the correlation
of instruction results with the global branch history, i.e., the same value encountered with the
same global branch history. To achieve this functionality, VTAGE is implemented with a plurality
of tables indexed with different branch history lengths. Each entry in these tables features a full
64-bit value, a partial tag, and a confidence counter, i.e., around 80 bits in total.
In this study, we aim to capture another form of this regularity: equal values on consecutive occurrences of the same static instruction.1 Two different kinds of value equality can be discriminated:
(1) Uniform: All dynamic instances of a static instruction always produce the same result
(e.g., a constant value-sequence [25]).
(2) Interval-style: Within an interval of repetitive executions, a static instruction produces
the same result. But for each interval, the result is different. Practically, it resembles the
uniform pattern limited within an interval.
Equality of the results of two consecutive occurrences of a static instruction is very frequent.
We illustrate this in Figure 1, characterizing uniform equality and interval equality of our benchmarks (discussed in Section 4.2). As reported, interval equality is prevalent across the applications
considered in our study, representing on average more than 18% of a program’s static instructions
and plainly dominating the rates of uniform equality in 12 out of 26 cases. To our knowledge, no
1 A static instruction is uniquely identified by its address and may be executed more than once for a specific program
execution, e.g., in a loop.
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previous context-based value prediction scheme has been designed with total awareness of interval equality. Prior work has only considered uniform equality, such as the Last Value Predictor
(LVP) [12].
In this work, we introduce a binary-nature VP technique called Value Speculation through Equality Prediction (VSEP). VSEP is practically a context-based value predictor that exploits both types
of consecutive value equality that instruction results may exhibit (i.e., uniform and interval). Similar
to VTAGE, VSEP does not require a complex integration in the OoO execution engine. Though,
contrarily to VTAGE, VSEP does not require wide entries in all the predictor tables.
To allow for performance gains with VP, reaching a high-confidence value generally necessitates many successive correct predictions (typically more than 100) [16]. Commonly, in contextbased value predictors (from the oldest to the most recent [12, 16]), the prediction confidence is
associated with the value to be predicted in the same predictor entry. As a result, on instructions
exhibiting interval equality, prediction reaches high confidence only on long intervals. In VSEP,
we do not associate the confidence with the value in the same predictor entry, but rather predict
the following binary information, i.e., whether the result of the currently-processed occurrence of
instruction K is very likely to be equal to the last committed value for instruction K. More precisely,
VSEP consists of a TAGE-like equality predictor that we call ETAGE, and a table that tracks the last
committed values of instructions, namely LCVT. ETAGE detects (likely-)equality without explicitly defining the value to be predicted by using the value provided from LCVT. As a consequence,
when the VSEP predictor is able to identify the beginning of intervals, it may resume useful (i.e.,
high-confidence) predictions as soon as it can anticipate with high confidence that the first instruction occurrence in the interval has been committed. Our simulations show that VTAGE and
VSEP performance improvements are in the same range, but their prediction coverage is partially
orthogonal, in terms of the value patterns that they capture.
Overall, this study makes the following contributions:
— We identify two different forms of consecutive value equality, the uniform and the interval,
and show how the latter diminishes value predictability on current context-based value
predictors.
— We propose ETAGE, an equality predictor that solely identifies equality between the current
execution of a static instruction and its last committed result.
— We propose VSEP, a value predictor that leverages the ETAGE equality predictor to perform
value prediction.
— We present a comprehensive analysis of our scheme and compare it against prior work in
value prediction, revealing how our solution complements existing techniques by increasing
the fraction of predicted instructions that expose interval equality.
— Finally, we propose a practical integration of the state-of-the-art VTAGE with VSEP that
delivers approximately 7% of average speedup, i.e., 19% higher than VTAGE/VSEP alone.
In Section 6, we briefly describe an alternative design to VSEP that is also based on Equality
Prediction called Previous Occurrence Equality Prediction, or POEP. POEP relies on predicting that
an instruction produces the same result as its previous occurrence while VSEP relies on predicting
that the instruction produces the same result as its last committed occurrence. When equality
is predicted with high confidence, if no other occurrence is present in the window of in-flight
instructions, then the last committed value read on LCVT is used; if another occurrence is still
in-flight, then physical register sharing [10] is used. That is, at rename time, the rename register is
forced to match the result register of the previous occurrence of the instruction. Our simulation
results showed that POEP did not provide better performance than VSEP despite the significant
extra hardware complexity (use of physical register sharing, complex equality predictor training).
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 13. Publication date: December 2020.
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2 RELATED WORK
According to Sazeides et al., the different value predictors developed over the years can be classified
into two broad categories, Context-based and Computation-based value predictors [25].
Context-based value predictors include LVP [12] which is indexed by the program counter and
the Finite Context Method (FCM) predictor indexed by a hash of instructions last values [25].
More recently, VTAGE [16] was introduced. VTAGE leverages global branch history as a context
and does not depend on any value history; thus, it does not require a complex integration in the
OoO core. It is a TAGE-like value predictor that uses a set of tagged prediction tables that are
indexed using a hash of the instruction PC and the global branch history. Each table is accessed
by using a different number of bits from the global branch history forming a geometric series.
In the same work, Perais and Seznec pointed out that in-order Validation at commit coupled with
a full pipeline flush on a misprediction is cost-effective provided that predictions are only used with
very high confidence (over 99%). To achieve this, they proposed the use of Forward Probabilistic
Counters (FPC) [23] to track confidence of value-entries. In a nutshell, the predictor filters the
predictions that are used in the pipeline, sacrificing some coverage for more than 99% accuracy.
Computation-based predictors include the Stride predictor [5], but also the Differential FCM
(D-FCM) [7] and Differential VTAGE (D-VTAGE) [17]. These predictors necessitate a complex
integration in the OoO core. The computation of the predicted value may depend on in-flight
speculative values, thus requiring a complex associative search in the instruction window. With
the E-stride component in the Enhanced VTAGE Enhanced Stride (EVES) predictor [27], this issue
is partially addressed; one has just to count the number of in-flight occurrences of the instruction.
In all the works above, values are predicted for all register-producing instructions (i.e., regardless
of the type of their operation). There are also other studies that focus only on load-value prediction
[1, 13, 14, 30, 31, 34, 35]. In particular, in Ref. [13], Lipasti et al. introduced the very first Load-Value
Predictor that exploits the relation between load instruction addresses and the values being loaded.
To tackle the high cost of load-value mispredictions, in Refs [34] and [35], the authors propose a
pipeline-flush-free methodology where only the values of those loads that are safe-to-approximate
and miss in the cache can be predicted. Furthermore, the recent Focused Value Predictor (FVP) [1]
aims to reduce area and power by only predicting loads that produce the inputs of some other
long-latency loads that are very likely to stall execution.
On the other hand, in Refs [14], [30], and [31], load-value prediction is implemented indirectly
by using a different approach; rather than traditionally predicting the values of loads, these methods are based on predicting the memory addresses from where load-values are fetched. These
predicted addresses are eventually used to retrieve the load-values earlier in a speculative manner.
Finally, the composite predictor of Sheikh and Hower as shown in Ref. [31] combines this addressprediction approach with other typical prediction models in order to increase coverage at the cost
of some additional complexity imposed on the predictor’s critical path.
Value prediction can also draw from a wealth of work on the all-year Championship Value
Prediction (CVP). However, analyzing all the models proposed in CVP would not serve the purpose
of this article. Interested readers are highly encouraged to visit the dedicated site of CVP2 in order
to delve into the plethora of contest proposals.
3

VALUE SPECULATION THROUGH EQUALITY PREDICTION—VSEP

In this section, we describe VSEP, our proposed scheme for leveraging Equality Prediction (EP) in
order to perform value prediction. Then, we present a synopsis of its prediction logic by comparing
it with already established methods of value prediction.
2 https://www.microarch.org/cvp1/.
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3.1 Value Prediction Using ETAGE
VSEP consists in two distinct components, ETAGE, the equality predictor, and LCVT, the Last
Committed Value Table.
ETAGE is a context-based equality predictor that essentially copies the TAGE branch predictor
structure [29]. That is, it employs a series of prediction tables that are indexed by a different number
of bits of the global branch history, hashed with the instruction PC. These main tables are also
backed up by a tag-less base table that is directly indexed with the instruction PC. The entries of the
tagged tables contain the 1-bit equality information, a partial tag, a 1-bit usefulness indicator, and a
3-bit confidence counter. Since we leverage EP to guide the speculation of instruction results, high
accuracy is essential to avoid performance degradation. Hence, as already established by modern
VP-schemes, we use confidence counters to filter the predictions that are promoted to the pipeline
in order to guarantee very high prediction accuracy3 (over 99%). Therefore, a predicted value is
used by the pipeline if and only if equality is predicted with high confidence. To ensure that high
confidence is reached only after a large (i.e., sufficiently safe) number of equality occurrences,
ETAGE-entries feature Forward Probabilistic Counters
(FPCs) [23]

 of three bits. Experimentally,
1 1 1 1 1 1
we found that using the probability vector V = 1, 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 8 , 16 to control forward transitions
provides a good tradeoff. In the case of an inequality, the confidence counter is reset.
On the other hand, LCVT records the value of the most recently committed instance of instructions, i.e., their last committed value. The particular LCVT that we employ is a 3-way set associative
table of no more than 3K entries, as we found that this size is sufficient to track execution in our
framework (discussed in Section 4.3). Along with the full 64-bit committed value, each entry includes a 13-bit tag, which is a folded hash of the instruction PC. In the paragraphs that follow, we
detail the prediction and training logic that VSEP follows.
Prediction. ETAGE delivers a prediction after accessing all its main tables in parallel in a search
of the tagged entry. When matching entries are present in multiple tables, the prediction arrives
from the one accessed with the longest history. In the absence of any matching entry, the base
table provides the prediction. Concurrently to the prediction process, LCVT is accessed to provide
the last committed value of the relevant instruction. It should be noted that several occurrences
of the same instruction may be simultaneously present in the window of in-flight instructions at
prediction time. LCVT does not provide the result of the previous occurrence of the instruction,
but rather provides the result of the last committed occurrence of the instruction. On a miss in
LCVT, inequality is assumed. Recall that the predicted value, if any, is used in the pipeline only if
equality is predicted with high confidence.
Training. At update time, the entry of ETAGE that provided the prediction (i.e., equality or
inequality) is updated with the execution outcome, i.e., the actual equality/inequality of the current instruction result with the speculative value retrieved from LCVT at prediction time. Their
agreement triggers the increment of the entry’s confidence counter, according to the probability
vector described above. On a misprediction, the entry’s equality-information bit is replaced if its
confidence is already equal to zero. If confidence is not equal to zero, it is reset so that the entry’s equality-information bit will be corrected in the next execution. Moreover, a new entry is
allocated in a “higher” table (i.e., accessed with a longer history), following a similar allocation
policy as the TAGE [29] branch predictor. In addition, the usefulness bit that leads the entries replacement is set when the produced prediction is correct and the prediction that could have been
3 Accuracy

is defined as the number of correctly predicted dynamic instructions divided by the total number of predicted
dynamic instructions.
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alternatively derived from a table with shorter history is inverse. In the TAGE algorithm, this alternative prediction-option is called alternate prediction [29]. In the opposite case (i.e., when the
alternate prediction is actually correct since it is the inverse of the processed one), the usefulness bit is reset. In any case, the usefulness bits of all the tagged entries are periodically reset to
avoid the possible endless protection of certain entries from replacement. Finally, regardless of the
execution outcome, LCVT is updated with the committed result.
Pipeline Details. In VSEP, validations are done in-order at commit time to reduce OoO core complexity by banking the physical register file [16]. To enable validation at commit, a FIFO validation
queue with size equal to that of the instruction window is employed. Each entry holds the 1-bit
equality prediction of ETAGE and the value retrieved from LCVT at prediction time (around 2KB of
storage space is required considering the 256-instruction window of our framework). We assume
the following process:
— At Fetch, leverage the ETAGE equality predictor to generate a high-accuracy prediction
that specifies the equality of the current instruction’s result with the last committed value.
In parallel, index LCVT to acquire the instruction’s last committed value. Place both the
equality prediction and the potentially predicted value in the validation queue.
— At Rename, if equality is predicted with high confidence with a tag-hit in LCVT, the predicted value is written onto the physical register file (PRF). Conversely, when inequality
is predicted or equality does not have sufficiently high confidence, the predicted value is
dismissed (i.e., not used).
— At execution, overwrite the predicted value with the computed one in the PRF.
— Before Commit, use the validation queue to validate the predicted value against the computed result. Flush the pipeline on a misprediction if the predicted value was inserted in
the pipeline. Similarly, validate the equality prediction in order to adequately update the
ETAGE predictor. Finally, update LCVT with the committed result.
3.2 Dissecting the Prediction Scenario of VSEP
In previous context-based value predictors, the predicted value is precisely defined by the predictor’s entries that tightly associate the predicted value with its confidence. In VSEP, the predicted
value is not directly specified by the equality predictor ETAGE. ETAGE solely defines the potential equality/inequality of the current instruction-instance result with the last committed value of
the same static instruction. When high-confidence equality is predicted, the corresponding last
committed value constitutes the predicted value. In this case, the value that is used to perform
the prediction of the instruction’s result is provided from a cache-like table of committed values,
namely LCVT. Overall, the unique feature of the VSEP prediction scheme is that ETAGE makes
a de facto decision of whether value speculation can take place independently from the predicted
value.
Being a context-based predictor that leverages the global branch history as context, ETAGE can
exploit control-flow history, similarly to VTAGE. Both predictors implement the TAGE algorithm
[29]; therefore, they are both able to identify precise positions in the control flow path. Below, we
describe the general prediction scenario for LVP, VTAGE, and VSEP on instructions featuring interval value equality. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where we assume that the examined instruction
K returns the value X on the first interval, and then flips to value Y on the second interval.
LVP learns the equality in the first interval and reaches high confidence. At this point, the
prediction from LVP can be used in the pipeline. When the result flips to Y, a misprediction is
encountered and a misprediction penalty must be paid. Thereafter, LVP has to re-train on the
second interval before reaching high confidence and becoming used in the pipeline again.
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 13. Publication date: December 2020.
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Fig. 2. Prediction scenarios in presence of interval equality.

VTAGE will also learn of equality in the first interval, and likely of the value change. However,
the new value Y has to be re-learned by the predictor entries, and, therefore, the prediction does
not reach high confidence before a large number of occurrences of the instruction K (generally
more than 100 [16]).
Similarly, ETAGE learns the equality in the first interval. When the value change is correlated
with the control flow path, ETAGE also learns to detect it and therefore will not suffer a misprediction on the flip to Y. When fetching after Occurrence N of the instruction that flips to Y, the
value read from LCVT remains X until Occurrence N has retired. ETAGE is able to identify this in
the control-flow history. Essentially, the entries that are associated with the first occurrences do
not reach high-confidence levels, and the respective predicted values are not used. When Occurrence N has retired, or more precisely, is very likely to have retired (in practice when the distance
between the currently fetched occurrence and Occurrence N is larger than the instruction window
size), LCVT provides the value Y, and ETAGE identifies the presence of equality. Since ETAGE
entries for the first occurrence and subsequent occurrences are distinct, prediction from ETAGE
exhibits high confidence as soon as the first occurrence has been committed. At an interval change,
the number of occurrences that are not predicted is roughly proportional to the size of the instruction window divided by the average distance (in number of instructions) between two consecutive
occurrences of the instruction.
For a better understanding of the ETAGE description provided above, Figure 3 depicts a snapshot of an execution pipeline augmented with ETAGE for value prediction, i.e., employing the
VSEP scheme. In this particular example, five consecutive occurrences of the instruction K coexist in the window of in-flight instructions, processed in different pipeline stages. Among these
occurrences, K1 is the oldest and represents the respective Occurrence N that flips the instruction’s
result to the value Y in Figure 2. During the depicted execution phase, we assume that K5 predicts
equality with high confidence, right after K1 has committed and updated LCVT with its value (i.e.,
when the distance between K5 and K1 surpasses the length of the instruction window). In parallel,
occurrences K2 and K3 (orange color) have executed, and they are sequencing toward Commit,
while K4 (blue color) is found at the Decode phase. Note that occurrences K2 to K4 have predicted
inequality, since the value of K1 was not yet written in the LCVT during their prediction.
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 13. Publication date: December 2020.
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Fig. 3. Execution phase with a total of five occurrences of the instruction K in the window of in-flight instructions that are being processed simultaneously in different stages of the pipeline. K5 has predicted highconfidence equality and will be performing value prediction using the committed value (Val1 ) of occurrence
K1 .

In summary, for instructions that exhibit interval equality, VTAGE and LVP need very long
intervals to learn the equality (in the sense of reaching high confidence), and, as a result, predicted
data are not sent to the pipeline. VTAGE is often able to learn of interval changes. Although VSEP
also learns of interval changes, it also learns the paths leading to the first instruction occurrences
in the interval, and when the value from LCVT is safe to be used in the pipeline. As it follows,
VSEP generally predicts more occurrences than LVP and VTAGE on instructions featuring interval
equality. Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that VTAGE can learn some other scenarios that
VSEP is not able to track, even on instructions featuring interval equality, as will be shown in the
performance analysis of Section 5. One of these scenarios is the case of repeatable short intervals
(for instance of five occurrences) with distinct values (X0, . . . , Xk). Contrary to VSEP, VTAGE will
be able to track these cases.
4 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
4.1 Examined Predictors
Together with VSEP, we study the behavior of two context-based value predictors, namely, the
classic LVP and the well-established model of VTAGE predictor. We use these two models as they
have virtually set the fundamental principles of modern VP. Therefore, by comparing against these
models, we first demonstrate how VP can generally become more efficient by leveraging Equality
Prediction, and later, in Section 5.2, how a modern model such as VTAGE can seamlessly adapt and
exploit EP. The more recent proposals that we mentioned in Section 2 can also adopt and exploit EP
in a similar way to VTAGE. However, employing all of them to evaluate our technique is beyond the
scope of this article; rather than advocating for a new value predictor that outperforms all previous
works, our study’s objective is to reveal that converting/adapting into predicting consecutive value
equality is essential to further enhance VP performance. Note that the authors of this article have
already submitted a model to the all-year CVP that combines previous proposals of the contest
with EP and successfully placed top of the leaderboard [28].
From a structural viewpoint, the predictors we use in our evaluation have a storage budget
in the 64KB range, i.e., a storage budget in the same range as the one of branch predictors in
high-end processors. More precisely, our LVP predictor employs 4K entries for a total budget of
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 13. Publication date: December 2020.
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Table 1. Basic Layout and Size of the Examined Predictors
Predictor:

Structure and Storage Budget:

LVP [12]
VTAGE [16]

4K-entry LVT, 13bit-tags, 40KB
4K-entry Base Component, 33,5KB
6 x 512-entry tagged tables, tags 12+rank bits, 30,5KB
Branch history lengths: 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64
ETAGE: 8K-entry Base Component, 4 KB
13 x 1024-entry tagged tables, tags 8+rank bits, 32KB
LCVT: 3K entries, 3-way associative, 13bit-tags, 28KB
Branch history lengths: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15, 20, 27, 36, 48, 64
ETAGE: 8K-entry Base Component, 4 KB
13 x 512-entry tagged tables, tags 8+rank bits, 16KB
LCVT: 3K entries, 3-way associative, 13bit-tags, 28KB
VTAGE Tagged tables: 6 x 256-entry, tags 12+rank bits, 15KB
Branch history lengths: same as above for each respective predictor

VSEP

Hybrid VSEP-VTAGE

Table 2. Applications Used in Our Evaluation
Benchmark Suite

Applications

SPEC2K6 INT/FP

bzip2, gamess, milc, gromacs, leslie3d, soplex, povray, hmmer, sjeng,
GemsFDTD, libquantum, h264, omnetpp
perlbench, mcf, cactuBSSN, parest, lbm, xalancbmk, deepsjeng, imagick,
leela, nab, exchange2, fotonik3d, xz

SPEC2K17 INT/FP Rate

40 KB. Doubling this size does not bring any significant benefit in our experiments. Then, we
derive a proportional design of VTAGE with a 4K-entry base component, since this component is
practically a tag-less LVP. VTAGE also includes 6 tagged tables of 512 entries each, amounting to a
total budget of 64KB. In the implementation
of LVP and

 VTAGE, we use 3-bit FPCs [23] controlled
1 1 1 1 1 1
by the probability vector V = 1, 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 32 , 32 that we found to be performance-effective,
i.e., same with the one used in the study that introduced VTAGE [16].
Accordingly, we design our ETAGE predictor to reach the same storage budget as VTAGE. The
shortest and longest history lengths are 2 and 64, respectively, roughly following a geometric
series.4 We consider a predictor featuring 13 history components together with an 8K-entry tagless table (i.e., a base component that basically holds last equality of instructions), that accounts
for the 36KB of required storage. This, added with a 3K-entries LCVT (i.e., 28KB) completes the
storage requirements of our design. Table 1 summarizes the design parameters and the size of all
the predictors that we consider in our analysis. Note that the Hybrid VSEP-VTAGE predictor that
is shown in Table 1 will be presented later in Section 5.2.
4.2

Benchmarks

We cast a wide range of workloads from the suites of SPEC2K6 [32] and SPEC2K17 [33] in order to expose as many value patterns as possible. For the workloads duplicated in both suites, we
consider the ones from SPEC2K17. Table 2 lists the benchmarks considered in our study. To get
relevant numbers, we identify a region of interest in the benchmarks using Simpoints 3.2 [20],
as value prediction is highly sensitive to phase behavior. We simulate the resulting slice of 150M
4 Each

successive history length can be obtained by multiplying the previous one by 1.2~1.5 (see Table 1).
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Table 3. Simulator Configuration Overview

Front-End

Execution

Memory Hierarchy

Fetch through Rename width: 8 insts/cycle
L1I: 8-way, 32KB, 1 cycle, 128-entry ITLB, 64B fetch buffer
Branch Pred.: State-of-the-art TAGE-SC-L [26] 64KB, 2-way 8K-entry
BTB, 32-entry RAS, 20 cycles min. mis penalty.
Issue through Commit width: 8 insts/cycle
ROB/IQ/LQ/SQ: 256/128/48/48 (Store To Load Forwarding (STLF) latency:
4 cycles) 256/256 INT/FP physical registers (4-bank PRF), 1K-SSID/LFST
Store Sets [3], not rolled-back on squash and cleared every 30K access,
4ALU(1c), 1Mul/Div(3c/25c*), 2FP(3c), 2FPMulDiv(5c/10c*), 2Ld/Str Ports,
1Str Port, Full bypass
L1D: 4-way, 32KB, 4 cycles load-to-use, 64 MSHRs, 2 reads & 2
writes/cycle, 64-entry DTLB
L2: Unified private, 8-way 256KB, 11 cycles, 64 MSHRs, no port constrains,
Stream Prefetcher, (degree 1)
L3: Unified shared, 16-way 2MB, 34 cycles, 64 MSHRs, no port constrains,
Stream Prefetcher, (degree 1) All caches have 64B lines and LRU
Replacement Policy
Memory: Dual Channel DDR4-2400 (17-17-17) 2 ranks, 8banks/rank, 8K
row-buffer, tREFI 7.8us, Across a 64B bus Min Read lat.: 75 cycles, Max.:
185 cycles.

*Not pipelined.

instructions by warming up the processor (caches, predictors) for 50M instructions and then collecting statistics for 100M instructions. For ease of reading, an extra bar was added to present
the average value of the evaluation metrics we use. For this average, we present results as the
arithmetic average across all workloads, except for the relative speedup where we calculate the
geometric mean.
4.3 Simulator Framework
In our experiments, we use the gem5 cycle-level simulator [2] implementing the x86_64 ISA. However, it should be noted that contrary to modern x86 implementations, gem5-x86 does not support
optimizations like move elimination [10, 22] and µ-op fusion [6]. Nevertheless, value prediction
is orthogonal with most of these optimizations; therefore, readers should not assume that the
speedup obtained through VP may be shadowed by them. Also, in the gem5-x86 version used in
our study, we have implemented branches as a single µ-op rather than three µ-ops to eliminate
false dependencies that would not exist in a realistic implementation.
We model a relatively aggressive 4GHz, 8-issue superscalar baseline with a fetch-to-commit
latency of 19 cycles. The in-order front-end, the out-of-order backend, as well as the in-order
Commit stage of the pipeline are all properly dimensioned to support up to 8 µ-ops per cycle. We
model a deep front-end that spans 15 cycles, accompanied by a fast backend of 4 cycles to obtain
realistic branch/value misprediction penalties. Table 3 describes the details of the baseline pipeline
structure we use. Since µ-ops are known at Fetch in gem5, all the widths given in Table 3 are in
µ-ops, including the Fetch stage. Independent memory instructions (as predicted by the Store Set
predictor [3]) are allowed to issue OoO and the entries in the Instruction Queue (IQ) are released
upon issue.
When value prediction is employed, the corresponding predictor makes a prediction at Fetch
for any µ-op that produces a register (i.e., not for branch or store instructions). To index the predictor, we XOR the instruction’s PC-address left-shifted by one with the µ-op number inside the
instruction. With this mechanism, we ensure that more than one µ-op of the same instruction will
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generate a different index and therefore will have their own entry in the predictor. We assume that
all the examined predictors can deliver fetch-width predictions by the Fetch stage. The predicted
values with high confidence are written in the PRF at Rename time, and they are replaced by their
non-speculative counterparts when they are regularly computed by the OoO execution engine.
Also, a pre-commit stage responsible for validation/training (VT) is added to the pipeline. The VT
stage lengthens the pipeline by one cycle, resulting in a value misprediction penalty of at least 21
cycles, while minimum branch misprediction latency remains unchanged. Note that predictors are
effectively trained after commit, but values are read from the PRF during the VT stage.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we demonstrate the strengths of VSEP. We compare our model to related prior
work, the fundamental LVP and the state-of-the-art VTAGE, both implemented as described in
Section 4.1. Overall, our evaluation shows that VSEP is partly orthogonal to traditional contextbased VP techniques, regarding the instructions that it can predict (see interval coverage below).
This leads us to define a hybrid predictor, that of VSEP and VTAGE as a unified design. We propose
a practical implementation of this combination, and finally compare the hybrid predictor with
VTAGE and VSEP alone.
5.1

VSEP vs. VTAGE and LVP

Figure 4 reports our simulation results by comparing the three different value predictors that we
consider: LVP, VTAGE and VSEP. In particular, Figure 4(a) shows the relative amount of instructions per cycle (IPC) of the three variants normalized to the baseline. Figure 4(b) and (c) show the
fraction of predicted dynamic instructions from those exposing either uniform or interval value
equality. That is, uniform coverage (Figure 4(b)) describes the portion of instructions that exhibit
uniform equality and their result was predicted, while interval coverage (Figure 4(c)) similarly expresses the predicted portion of the instructions that exhibit interval equality. These two metrics
allow us to quantify dynamic instruction counts as a ratio of consecutive value equality (measured
in static instruction counts in Figure 1) that the examined predictors can cover. However, they
should not be confused with the general prediction coverage (depicted in Figure 6), which is defined as the total number of predicted dynamic instructions divided by the total number of dynamic
instructions that are eligible for value prediction. Recall here that only high-confidence predictions
are used in the pipeline.
Performance Analysis. Our evaluation indicates that VSEP benefits the same benchmarks and
heavily competes with the state-of-the-art VTAGE. Specifically, it improves 14 out of 26 benchmarks by more than 1%, with a maximum speedup of 45% on imagick and an average speedup
of 5.8%. In addition, VSEP succeeds in always obtaining equal or higher performance to the
fundamental LVP. On several benchmarks, VSEP outperforms VTAGE, e.g., on leslie3d and on
GemsFDTD. On the other hand, VTAGE outperforms VSEP on some other benchmarks, e.g., on
h264, and xz. Finally, the two predictors achieve average performance in the same range.
Readers will notice that the reported speedup of VTAGE is lower than that of LVP for two
applications, namely leslie3d and GemsFDTD, even though their two-fold coverage is in the same
range. After a closer examination, we found that the potential performance gain of VTAGE for
these benchmarks is limited by bursts of mispredictions associated with the interval transitions.
This peculiar behavior may happen in VTAGE when applications expose very long value equality
intervals. In Figure 5, we display a thorough classification of all the instructions exposing interval
equality depending on the relevant interval length. The length of an interval is defined as the
number of successive executions of a static instruction that produce the same result.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the three prediction schemes: LVP, VTAGE, and VSEP.

As we mentioned in Section 3.2, VTAGE can identify value switches without mispredicting when
the correlation with the control-flow path is high enough. However, during very long intervals
VTAGE may establish the confidence of the same recurrent value in several of its tagged-entries.
Hence, upon an interval step, a burst of mispredictions will occur when these entries will be successively hit. In our simulations, both leslie3d and GemsFDTD suffer from this phenomenon, as the
overwhelming majority of their interval equalities occur in intervals of more than 100 occurrences.
Seznec experienced a similar anomaly in his VTAGE-like value predictor, EVES [27], and proposed
the use of a prediction filter to defeat such bursts of mispredictions (no prediction, high-confidence
or not, is promoted to the pipeline for 128 µ-ops after a misprediction).
On the contrary, such a prediction filter is not required by VSEP. Similar to VTAGE, ETAGE
may also establish the confidence of equality in multiple entries during long intervals. When instruction results correlate with the control-flow history, ETAGE also identifies value switches by
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Fig. 5. Segmentation of instructions that exhibit interval equality in very short, moderate, and very long
intervals.

matching with entries that either possess low confidence or indeed predict inequality. However,
when ETAGE starts, respectively, hitting entries with already high-confidence equality from the
previous interval, it allows VSEP to immediately re-enter prediction mode using the correct value
retrieved from the LCVT. Therefore, due to its construction, VSEP not only captures instructions
that expose this behavior, but also benefits highly by delivering significantly larger speedup in
both aforementioned applications, i.e., in leslie3d and GemsFDTD.
Coverage Analysis. Figure 4(b) indicates that both VSEP and VTAGE achieve similar coverage of
uniform equality of around 54% on average, which is marginally better than LVP that attains 48%.
This behavior is expected since uniform equality is relatively simple to capture, even for predictors
that do not leverage an elaborate context to distinct dynamic instructions (e.g., the global branch
history used both by VTAGE and VSEP). Nonetheless, when it comes to the coverage of interval
equality, Figure 4(c) illustrates that VSEP successfully surpasses both LVP and VTAGE on 22 out
of 26 workloads, achieving 50% on average, versus 35% for VTAGE and 29% for LVP. As a matter of
fact, the behavior of VSEP that we have detailed in Section 3 is verified by our experimental results,
i.e., that VSEP is able to generally cover cases of interval equality that both LVP and VTAGE miss.
In this way, VSEP is capable of complementing the established way that VP is performed.
Yet higher interval/uniform coverage for VSEP on many benchmarks does not always mean
higher speedup. As in the case of h264, VTAGE significantly outperforms VSEP when it only has
half of its interval coverage and similar uniform. In fact, the general prediction coverage of VTAGE
is not composed only by the instructions that expose one of the two flavors of value equality that
we have identified. In reality, the prediction range of VTAGE also includes independent patterns,
e.g. sequences of repeatable strided values [25], that VSEP can not equally capture. For that reason,
in Figure 6, we compare the general prediction coverage of the examined predictors, expressed in
the two different types of consecutive value equality (i.e., uniform and interval) and also in any
other independent value pattern that instruction results may expose. For each benchmark, we plot
three different bars for our three predictors LVP, VTAGE, and VSEP from left to right, respectively.
Readers should note that the numbers presented in Figure 6 refer to dynamic instructions, and,
therefore, may be higher than those of Figure 1 representing static instruction counts.
As expected, LVP can not practically capture other value patterns, since it monitors instruction
results in a PC-indexed table, and, thus, it can only recall constant or frequently constant values.
This case is similar to VSEP; however, since it tracks previous values with a 3-way associative table
(i.e., LCVT), it can predict a greater, yet marginal amount of instructions that follow value patterns
not fitting in consecutive value equality. On the other hand, VTAGE is by construction able to
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Fig. 6. Stacked representation of the general prediction coverage expressed in uniform and interval value
equality and any other pattern. For each application and from left to right, the three bars represent LVP,
VTAGE, and VSEP, respectively.

Fig. 7. Proportion of instructions that were predicted by VTAGE and do not exhibit either uniform or interval
equality.

capture other patterns when they are short enough compared to the employed maximum history
length (e.g., short strided patterns), with each value of the pattern residing in a different entry [16].
Therefore, in several applications, VTAGE achieves either a border-line but non-negligible (e.g.,
bzip2, perlbench, or xz) or a substantial (e.g., h264, omnetpp, imagick, and highest on xalancbmk)
amount of predicted instructions that do not exhibit either type of consecutive value equality. By
focusing more on this aspect, Figure 7 presents solely the fraction of these predicted instructions
of VTAGE, which correspond to up to 34% and on average 3% of its global prediction coverage.
As our analysis reveals, this additional coverage explains why VTAGE can dominate over VSEP in
cases of similar or even lower uniform/interval coverage that were encountered previously in the
performance comparison of Figure 4.
Moreover, VTAGE is occasionally able to capture some interval equality that is missed by VSEP,
e.g., on libquantum and xz. By selectively focusing on the case of xz, where there is generally a
noticeable performance improvement from VP, we present the synthesis of the interval coverage
for VSEP and VTAGE on this specific benchmark in Figure 8(a). As we mentioned in Section 3.2,
VTAGE can obtain higher interval coverage than VSEP when instructions rotate between repeatable short intervals. Unlike the binary-content VSEP, VTAGE is able to exploit the re-appearance
of the same value, even in non-consecutive intervals, and continue enhancing the confidence of
corresponding value-entries. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 5, a significant portion of consecutive
value equalities found in xz occur in intervals that are shorter than five occurrences. As reported
by Figure 8(a), the coverage superiority of VTAGE is concentrated in these short intervals, where
VTAGE achieves around 26% while VSEP can only reach 2%.
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Fig. 8. Anatomy of interval coverage for VTAGE and VSEP, explicitly for application xz and totally for all the
examined applications.

Finally, Figure 8(b) displays the segmented representation of the total interval coverage of
VTAGE and VSEP, considering all applications listed in Table 2. Both schemes accomplish roughly
equal levels of coverage for very short intervals, but VSEP far outweighs VTAGE in all the
remaining situations. In particular, VSEP achieves very high rates of coverage in both moderate
(i.e., up to 100 and 500 occurrences) and very long intervals (i.e., more than 500 occurrences),
which corresponds to around 75% and more than 90%, respectively. On the other hand, VTAGE
can merely approximate these rates only for very long intervals. Above all, this observation
exposes the operational asset of VSEP over VTAGE under the state of interval value equality.
More specifically, it confirms our thesis that the established VP methods cannot sufficiently
capture interval equality unless intervals are very long.
Altogether, our performance evaluation suggests that both VSEP and the state-of-the-art VTAGE
can individually obtain noticeable speedups, but none of the two can plainly outperform the other.
As this event advocates for hybridization, in the following section, we present and evaluate a compound model of VSEP and VTAGE.
5.2

Combining VSEP with VTAGE

As verified by our experimental analysis, VSEP can accomplish meaningful performance improvements, either comparable or higher to an established value predictor such as VTAGE, by eliminating its essential weakness to make use of interval value equality. Our performance analysis
also shows that VSEP and VTAGE can independently capture different cases. Since the two methods can be considered as partly orthogonal with respect to the cases they can capture, we study
the combination of VSEP with a short-scale adaptation of VTAGE, in order to provide the best
coverage and boost performance.
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Fig. 9. Performance improvement of the compound model.

Hybrid VSEP-VTAGE employs the ETAGE equality predictor, accompanied with LCVT, and a
moderately-sized VTAGE, which does not encompass its base component (i.e., a simple last-value
table or LVT). The objective behind the balanced sizes of the two integrated predictors is to
preserve their philosophy and to eliminate the systematic covering of the same cases. Hybrid
VSEP-VTAGE works as follows: both predictor components are indexed in parallel early in the
front-end. No elaborate or random chooser is necessary to clarify which predictor makes the final
prediction. Simply, if value equality is predicted by ETAGE, the prediction of VSEP is the one that
proceeds; otherwise, the prediction of VTAGE is considered for use to cover the cases missed
from VSEP. For validation/update, each entry of the validation queue in VSEP (as described in
Section 3.1) is augmented with the predicted value of VTAGE.
In Figure 9, we present the speedup brought by Hybrid VSEP-VTAGE in comparison with VTAGE
and VSEP alone at similar storage budgets (see Table 1 for a size analysis of the hybrid model and
the other predictors). As it appears, our hybrid solution can efficiently combine the two schemes
by retaining their independent benefits. For any benchmark individually, the perceived speedup
is in the range of the highest one between VSEP and VTAGE, and, on average, is augmented by
19% from VSEP/VTAGE alone, obtaining an overall average of 7.1%. Note that the extra storage
budget required from the composite scheme (compared to a single VSEP predictor) solely consists
of the additional entry required of the validation queue for the prediction of VTAGE. Hence, such
meaningful performance improvements are acquired for minimum storage/complexity overhead.
In this section, we showed that Hybrid VSEP-VTAGE forms a smooth combination that overcomes the different limitations imposed by its two counterparts, since both predictors work complementary to each other. As such, equality prediction is a technique that can effectively enhance
the performance gains that modern context-based VP-schemes can achieve. The use of equality
prediction in VSEP is the one that we found the most cost-effective. In the next section, we shortly
describe our initial proposition, POEP, that exploits the combination of value prediction with physical register sharing [10]. While relying on a more intuitive equality prediction concept, i.e., predicting the equality of the results of two strictly consecutive occurrences of an instruction, POEP
was found to be much less cost-effective than VSEP.
6

COMBINING VALUE PREDICTION AND PHYSICAL REGISTER SHARING
THROUGH EQUALITY PREDICTION IS NOT COST-EFFECTIVE
VSEP is based on predicting the equality of the result of the currently fetched occurrence of an
instruction with the result of the last committed occurrence of the instruction. In practice, VSEP
does not capture all opportunities to exploit interval equality. In VSEP, ETAGE does not directly
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capture the equality of strictly consecutive occurrences of an instruction when their distance
is shorter than the instruction window size. This can be visualized by revisiting the execution
scenario depicted in Figure 3. In that particular example, we had assumed that the examined
instruction K exposes interval value equality for an interval that begins from the occurrence K1 .
K5 is the first occurrence that predicts equality, right after the value Val1 of K1 has been written in
LCVT. On the other hand, for occurrences K2 to K4 , inequality is predicted because Val1 was not
available in LCVT at prediction time. However, they all produce the same value as their respective
preceding occurrence Val1 . Nevertheless, predicting this “last” equality would still be very feasible.
In reality, when launching the VSEP study, our initial proposition was to exploit the equality
of results for strictly consecutive instruction occurrences by combining two techniques that depended on whether other in-flight occurrences were present. In particular, if inflight occurrences
exist, then the two consecutive occurrences share their result register, i.e., physical register sharing
is performed, else the last committed value is used as the predicted result of the current occurrence,
like in VSEP. We refer to this original proposition as POEP.
In POEP, an ETAGE-like predictor predicts the equality of results of consecutive occurrences of
instructions. When equality is predicted with high confidence, if the previous occurrence of the
instruction is still speculative (i.e., in-flight), then the result of the instruction is not predicted, but
its target register is renamed as the one of the previous occurrence. This technique is known as
Physical Register Sharing (RS) [10] and needs to be implemented in the register-renaming stage.
To handle the cases where the previous instruction occurrence has committed, POEP implements
an LCVT table just as VSEP. Therefore, when no occurrence of the instruction to be predicted is
in-flight, the result of the previous occurrence sits in the corresponding entry of LCVT.
We simulated POEP with the same LCVT and ETAGE configurations as VSEP. The performance
results that we obtained for POEP were only marginally better than those of VSEP, while the
hardware complexity of POEP is much higher, as described below.
First, POEP requires the same hardware as VSEP (i.e., value prediction support in the OoO core
and ETAGE and LCVT tables), but introduces important modifications to support physical register sharing. In general, Physical RS has been proposed for improving sequential performance by
enabling various optimizations, like move elimination [10], speculative memory bypassing (SMB)
[18], and other rename-based techniques [21, 22]. Sharing of physical registers between instructions is not trivial. In particular, the classical scheme for de-allocating a physical register is not
working anymore. Register reference counting is needed and might be fairly complex to implement.
Some recent works [18, 24] support that conventional register reference counting models of modern architectures can adapt for that purpose with limited cost. For instance, the Inflight Shared
Register Buffer (ISRB) [18], one of the most up-to-date schemes to our knowledge, requires the
use of a relatively small fully-associative buffer. But still, each instruction would need to perform
a fully-associative search of this buffer both at Rename and at Commit. In the context where we
consider RS, eligible instructions (i.e., those that have predicted high-confidence equality) would
need to identify their previous in-flight occurrence (if any) in order to define their shared register.
As a result, the instruction window would need to be PC-based fully-associative. Therefore, all
predicted instructions would induce another complex fully-associative search, but in the in-flight
instruction window, i.e., on a much larger structure.
Moreover, when employing physical register sharing in the context of a speculative use, validation is a major issue. The solution proposed in Ref. [18] necessitates the comparison of the
shared register with the result of the instruction, i.e., the instruction needs to have an extra sourceoperand, the shared register, thus entailing additional read ports on the physical register file. Finally, the training of the equality predictor requires an extra read of LCVT at commit time, i.e.,
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three accesses per instruction in LCVT (read at prediction time, read at commit time, and write at
commit time) against only two accesses on VSEP.
As it appears, implementing POEP instead of VSEP would come together with a non-negligible
storage and complexity overhead. Since only marginal performance gains can be obtained with
POEP over VSEP, the latter is a much more cost-effective design.
7 CONCLUSION
Context-based value predictors represent an important class of value predictors [25]. They exploit
the recurrent occurrences of the same result by a single instruction. Some instructions always
deliver the same result and can be predicted by simple VP methods like LVP. Other instructions
produce the same result on intervals. Overall, these instructions represent the most significant
part of the predictions covered by state-of-the-art context-based predictors, such as VTAGE.
The VSEP predictor presented in this article was introduced to specifically target interval-style
value equality, while covering the uniform category as well. Instead of predicting a wide 64-bit
value, VSEP predicts some binary information, namely whether “the instruction’s current result
is likely to be equal to its last committed value.” Thus, unlike regular VP schemes that embody
structures of 64-bit wide entries, VSEP features only a single Last Committed Value Table with
full words (i.e., LCVT) and a binary-content equality predictor ETAGE. Compared to the state-ofthe-art VTAGE, VSEP captures the two forms of value equality more efficiently. In practice, when
it comes to interval equality, after a value switch from X to Y, VSEP is able to predict equality
with high confidence as soon as the first occurrence of the new value Y has been committed.
On the other hand, VTAGE has to reconstruct high confidence for each of the entries that has
been predicting X. As a result, VSEP outperforms VTAGE on several applications. Nonetheless,
VTAGE is able to predict value patterns that do not fit in consecutive occurrences and therefore
evenly outperforms VSEP on various applications. In fact, the effective hybrid combination of
VSEP and VTAGE introduced in this work leads to some extra performance gains by retaining
their particularities.
Our proposition for the equality predictor has been inspired by the TAGE branch predictor.
However, other options also could be considered and other types of equality predictors could be
designed. For instance, other conditional branch predictors such as the family of perceptron-based
predictors [8, 9] could be used. Finally, one could also consider the ETAGE equality predictor
combined with the Omnipredictor [19], which may predict branches and memory dependencies
within the same predictor.
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